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Summary

Genetic evidence has implicated multiple pathways in eukaryotic DNA mismatch repair (MMR)

downstream of mispair recognition and Mlh1-Pms1 recruitment, including Exonuclease 1 (Exo1)

dependent and independent pathways. We identified 14 mutations in POL30, which encodes

PCNA in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, specific to Exo1-independent MMR. The mutations

identified affected amino acids at three distinct sites on the PCNA structure. Multiple mutant

PCNA proteins had defects either in trimerization and Msh2-Msh6 binding or in activation of the

Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease that initiates excision during MMR. The latter class of mutations led to

hyper-accumulation of repair intermediate Mlh1-Pms1 foci and were enhanced by an msh6

mutation that disrupted the Msh2-Msh6 interaction with PCNA. These results reveal a central role

for PCNA in the Exo1-independent MMR pathway and suggest that Msh2-Msh6 localizes PCNA

to repair sites after mispair recognition to activate the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease for initiating

Exo1-dependent repair or for driving progressive excision in Exo1-independent repair.
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Introduction

The highly conserved DNA mismatch repair (MMR) pathway is required for genome

stability and functions to correct base-base mispairs and small insertion/deletion mispairs

that accumulate during normal DNA replication. Defects in MMR genes result in increased

mutation rates (Iyer et al., 2006; Kolodner and Marsischky, 1999; Li, 2008) and underlie

Lynch syndrome, an inherited cancer predisposition syndrome that leads to an increased risk

of a diversity of cancers (de la Chapelle, 2004; Kastrinos and Stoffel, 2013; Peltomaki and

Vasen, 1997). In addition, mutations or epigenetic silencing of MMR genes have also been

found in many sporadic cancers (Borresen et al., 1995; Kane et al., 1997; Peltomaki, 2003;

The Cancer Genome Atlas Network, 2012).

In eukaryotic MMR, mispaired bases are recognized by two partially redundant

heterodimers of MutS-related proteins, Msh2-Msh6 and Msh2-Msh3 (Acharya et al., 1996;

Drummond et al., 1995; Kolodner and Marsischky, 1999; Marsischky et al., 1996; Palombo

et al., 1996). The Msh2-Msh6 complex primarily recognizes base-base mispairs and small

insertion/deletion mispairs, whereas the Msh2-Msh3 complex more broadly recognizes

insertions/deletions including larger insertions/deletions as well as some single base

mispairs (Marsischky et al., 1996; Sia et al., 1997; Srivatsan et al., 2014). The MutL

homologue complex Mlh1-Pms1 and, to a lesser extent, the Mlh1-Mlh3 complex are

required for MMR along with PCNA, RFC, Polymerase δ, RPA and Exonuclease 1 (Flores-

Rozas et al., 2000; Flores-Rozas and Kolodner, 1998; Gu et al., 1998; Johnson et al., 1996;

Lin et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2011; Longley et al., 1997; Prolla et al., 1994; Tishkoff et al.,

1998; Tishkoff et al., 1997; Xie et al., 1999; Yuan et al., 2004). In addition, there is also

some evidence that HMGB1, PARP1 and histone methylation may be partially required for

MMR in mammalian cells although the evidence supporting a role for these functions is

limited (Li et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2011; Yuan et al., 2004). While a great deal has been

learned from biochemical studies of individual MMR proteins and from reconstitution of

mispair-dependent excision reactions in vitro (Bowen et al., 2013; Constantin et al., 2005;

Kadyrov et al., 2009; Pluciennik et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2005), the in vivo mechanisms of

eukaryotic MMR downstream of mispair recognition by the MutS homologues, including

how mispair excision is appropriately targeted to achieve repair, has not been definitively

established.

Exonuclease 1, a 5′ to 3′ exonuclease, is thought to be involved in the excision step of MMR

(Genschel et al., 2002; Genschel and Modrich, 2003; Tishkoff et al., 1998; Tishkoff et al.,

1997). However, loss of Exo1 in both Saccharomyces cerevisiae and mice results in only a

weak MMR defect, and Exo1−/− mice have a significantly weaker cancer phenotype than

observed when other MMR genes are deleted (Amin et al., 2001; Edelmann and Edelmann,

2004; Tishkoff et al., 1997; Wei et al., 2003). These results suggest the presence of at least

one Exo1-dependent pathway and at least one redundant Exo1-independent pathway in

MMR. Mutations that specifically disrupt the Exo1-independent MMR pathways were

identified in a whole genome genetic screen in S. cerevisiae supporting the idea that there

are redundant Exo1-dependent and -independent MMR pathways (Amin et al., 2001). These

mutations affected most of the known MMR genes; however, the majority affected MLH1

and PMS1 (Amin et al., 2001), which encode the Mlh1-Pms1 complex that is thought to act
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as a PCNA-activated DNA endonuclease that makes nicks in double-stranded DNA that can

be substrates for excision during MMR (Gueneau et al., 2013; Kadyrov et al., 2006;

Kadyrov et al., 2007; Pluciennik et al., 2010).

A number of mutations that cause defects in MMR have been isolated in POL30, which

encodes PCNA in S. cerevisiae, establishing a critical role for PCNA in MMR (Amin et al.,

2001; Lau et al., 2002; Umar et al., 1996). PCNA forms a homotrimer that is required for

replication (Krishna et al., 1994; Prelich et al., 1987) and appears to play multiple roles in

MMR: (i) the PCNA-Msh6 interaction recruits Msh2-Msh6 to the replication fork, and

disruption of this interaction causes a weak mutator phenotype that synergizes with deletion

of EXO1 (Flores-Rozas et al., 2000; Hombauer et al., 2011a); (ii) PCNA loaded by

Replication Factor C (RFC) is required to stimulate the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease in vitro

(Kadyrov et al., 2007; Pluciennik et al., 2010); and (iii) PCNA promotes strand resynthesis

in vitro (Constantin et al., 2005; Umar et al., 1996). Given the multiple roles that PCNA

plays in MMR, PCNA could have a role as a central coordinator of MMR.

To understand how PCNA functions in Exo1-independent MMR, we identified and

characterized 14 mutations in POL30 that cause a stronger mutator phenotype in an exo1Δ

strain than in a wild-type strain. These mutations fell into 2 phenotypic classes, those that

altered the interaction between PCNA and Msh2-Msh6 and those that caused defects in the

PCNA-mediated activation of the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease. All of these mutations caused

accumulation of Pms1 foci in strains with wild-type EXO1, suggesting that these mutations

also perturb the kinetics of Exo1-dependent MMR. Our results suggest the hypothesis that

the recruitment or retention of PCNA by Msh2-Msh6 bound to mispairs promotes multiple

rounds of PCNA-activated Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease-mediated cleavage that can

compensate for the lack of Exo1 in mispair-promoted DNA resection.

Results

Identification of pol30 mutations causing defects in Exo1-independent MMR

We generated a plasmid library of PCR-mutagenized versions of POL30 and used plasmid

shuffling to replace a plasmid containing a wild-type copy of POL30 in an exo1Δ pol30Δ

double mutant strain (Lau et al., 2002). Approximately 8,000 colonies were screened for a

mutator phenotype resulting in 18 pol30 alleles that caused a mutator phenotype (Table 1).

Of these, 13 were found to cause a mutator phenotype that was dependent on an exo1Δ

mutation and 1 previously isolated mutation, pol30-E143K (mislabelled as pol30-E143S in

(Amin et al., 2001)), was verified to cause a mutator phenotype that was dependent on an

exo1Δ mutation (Table 1). Detailed genetic analysis of selected pol30 alleles reported in this

study was performed with mutations present at the POL30 chromosomal locus.

pol30 mutations that affect Exo1-independent MMR cluster on the protein structure

To gain insight into the 14 pol30 mutations identified that only cause a strong mutator

phenotype in the presence of an exo1Δ mutation, the amino acids altered by these mutations

were identified on the S. cerevisiae PCNA crystal structure (Krishna et al., 1994). The

mutations affected amino acids that could be categorized into four groups on the basis of the
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protein structure: (i) trimer interface mutations, (ii) the C22-cluster mutations, which

affected amino acids at or adjacent to C22 (the residue affected by the pol30-201 mutation

(Lau et al., 2002)), (iii) interdomain connector loop (IDCL)-adjacent mutations, and (iv)

unclustered mutations (Figure 1, Table 1). Six of the 13 pol30 mutations identified in this

screen and the previously identified pol30-E143K (Amin et al., 2001) were trimer interface

mutations that altered amino acids at or near PCNA subunit interfaces (Figure 1 and Figure

S1). The pol30-C81R mutation was independently isolated as the MMR-defective mutation

pol30-204, and was shown to encode a protein that destabilized the PCNA trimer and the

interaction of PCNA with Msh2-Msh6 (Lau et al., 2002). Three of the mutations were C22-

cluster mutations that altered amino acids on the inner face of the PCNA ring either at or

near residue C22 (Figure 1 and Figure S1). The pol30-C22Y mutation was independently

isolated as a MMR-defective mutation (pol30-201) (Lau et al., 2002); however, how this

mutation causes defects in MMR was not previously understood. The pol30-K217E

mutation altered the side chain that interacts with the C-terminus of the αA1 helix and likely

affects the conformation of the C22 side chain, suggesting that details of the local

conformation may be very important for Exo1-independent MMR (Figure 1). The IDCL-

adjacent mutations (pol30-C30R, which is a weak allele, and pol30-L68S, which is a strong

allele) altered amino acids with side chains that are part of a hydrophobic core containing

residues of the IDCL, which forms part of the PIP-box binding site, and residues forming the

interaction between the interdomain β-sheet and an intersubunit β-sheet (Figure 1 and Figure

S1). The remaining 2 mutations were unclustered on the protein structure (Figure 1 and

Figure S1); pol30-F254L altered a residue adjacent to the glutamine binding site for the PIP-

box peptide QxxLxxFF; and pol30-K13E, which was also isolated previously (pol30-114)

(Amin and Holm, 1996), altered a lysine on the inner face of the PCNA ring on the other

end of the αA1 helix, which contains C22. The fact that the altered amino acids tended to

cluster on the protein structure would be consistent with the possibility that only a small

number of PCNA-based mechanistic defects disrupt Exo1-independent MMR.

Analysis of pol30 mutations at the endogenous genomic locus

Five trimer interface mutations (pol30-C81R, pol30-E143K, pol30-D150E, pol30-S152P,

and pol30-V180D), the C22-cluster mutations (pol30-C22Y, pol30-D42V, and pol30-

K217E), the IDCL-adjacent mutations (pol30-C30R and pol30-L68S), and the unclustered

mutations (pol30-K13E and pol30-F254L) were integrated into the POL30 genomic locus of

both wild-type and exo1Δ strains (Table 1). The mutator phenotypes caused by all of the

mutations, except pol30-C30R, were at least partially suppressed in the EXO1-containing

strain. The different results for the plasmid-borne and integrated pol30-C30R allele may

result from the very weak phenotype of the plasmid-borne allele, which likely made EXO1-

complementation difficult to assess (Table 1). Hence, pol30-C30R was not extensively

studied. Most of the integrated mutations did not cause growth defects at normal growth

temperatures (30°C) or sensitivity to heat (37°C) or cold (24°C and 16°C) (Figure S2), and

thus are likely not to cause a temperature-dependent cell cycle progression defects. In

contrast, pol30-C30R caused slow growth at all temperatures except 16°C. The mutation

rates caused by a subset of the pol30 mutations alone or in combination with an exo1Δ

mutation were determined by fluctuation analysis (Table 2). All of the pol30 mutations

tested caused a synergistic increase in mutation rate in combination with the exo1Δ mutation
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(all p-values <0.0002, Mann-Whitney test), consistent with the results of the patch test. The

pol30 mutations with effects that were the most specific for the Exo1-independent MMR

pathway were pol30-K217E, pol30-K13E, pol30-D42V, pol30-L68S, pol30-F254L, and

pol30-E143K. Similar to pol30-C81R and pol30-C22Y mutations (Lau et al., 2002), the

tested mutations (pol30-E143K, pol30-S152P, pol30-K217E, pol30-D42V, pol30-K13E,

pol30-F254L and pol30-L68S) did not cause a significant increase in the mutation rate of an

msh2Δ mutant (95% confidence intervals; Table 2), indicating that they do not cause

increased misincorporation rates during DNA replication.

pol30 trimer interface mutations cause trimer assembly defects

To probe the molecular defects caused by the pol30 mutations, we purified representative

mutant proteins containing the amino acid substitutions caused by the trimer interface

mutations (PCNA-C81R and PCNA-E143K), the C22-cluster mutations (PCNA-C22Y and

PCNA-K217E), the IDCL-adjacent mutation (PCNA-L68S), and the ungrouped mutations

(PCNA-K13E and PCNA-F254L). As PCNA-C81R and an unrelated trimer interface mutant

have trimerization defects (Freudenthal et al., 2009; Lau et al., 2002), we fractionated the

mutant PCNA proteins on a size-exclusion column at a concentration of 2.88 μM. Wild-type

PCNA had a retention time of 35 minutes, corresponding to a Stokes radius of 49 Å (Figure

2A). The C22-cluster and ungrouped mutant proteins chromatographed similarly to wild-

type PCNA. The trimer interface mutant proteins, PCNA-C81R and PCNA-E143K,

however, had reduced Stokes radii of 33 Å and 39 Å, respectively (Figure 2A), consistent

with destabilization of the trimer. The IDCL-adjacent mutant, PCNA-L68S, also had a

reduced Stokes radius of 44 Å potentially indicative of an altered structure mediated by

changes in β-sheet packing affecting an intersubunit β-sheet (Figure 1). Given that the pol30-

L68S, pol30-C81R and pol30-E143K trimer assembly mutations do not affect cell viability,

the proteins resulting from these mutations likely exist in equilibrium with PCNA trimers in

vivo in order for PCNA to be functional. Consistent with this, the elution profile of PCNA-

C81R was similar to that of wild-type PCNA at higher concentrations (23 μM; data not

shown).

pol30 trimer interface mutations affect binding of PCNA to Msh2-Msh6

PCNA binds Msh2-Msh6 through a PIP-box motif at the N-terminus of Msh6 (Flores-Rozas

et al., 2000), and this interaction has been previously shown to be compromised by the

trimer interface mutation pol30-C81R in vitro (Lau et al., 2002) and in vivo (Hombauer et

al., 2011a). We therefore tested the interactions of the mutant PCNA proteins with Msh2-

Msh6 by monitoring binding of Msh2-Msh6 to immobilized PCNA using surface plasmon

resonance (SPR). The Msh2-Msh6 binding to the PCNA trimer interface mutants was

reduced compared with wild-type PCNA (Figure 2B, S3). PCNA-L68S, which had a slightly

reduced Stokes radius, also showed slightly reduced Msh2-Msh6 binding. Additionally, the

PCNA-F254L mutant, which had no defects in trimer stability but had an amino acid

substitution adjacent to the PIP-box binding site, showed slightly reduced Msh2-Msh6

binding. In contrast, the C22-cluster mutant proteins PCNA-C22Y and PCNA-K217E and

the unclustered mutant, PCNA-K13E, bound to Msh2-Msh6 at levels equal to or greater than

wild-type PCNA (Figure 2B). The basis for the increased binding of PCNA-K13E to Msh2-

Msh6 is not clear, but may suggest some type of altered interaction with Msh2-Msh6.
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Together these results support previous data showing a Msh2-Msh6 binding defect with

PCNA-C81R and extend this observation to other trimerization-perturbing PCNA mutant

proteins.

PCNA-C22-cluster mutations and PCNA-K13E cause defects in activating the Mlh1-Pms1
endonuclease

PCNA activates the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease activity in vitro when loaded onto a

supercoiled plasmid by RFC (Kadyrov et al., 2006; Kadyrov et al., 2007; Pluciennik et al.,

2010). We therefore tested the ability of the purified mutant PCNA proteins to activate

Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease activity. The trimer interface mutants PCNA-C81R and PCNA-

E143K, the IDCL-adjacent mutant PCNA-L68S, and the unclustered mutant PCNA-F254L

activated Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease activity to the same levels as wild-type PCNA (Figure

2C). In contrast, the C22-cluster mutant proteins, PCNA-C22Y and PCNA-K217E, and the

unclustered mutant protein, PCNA-K13E, had substantial defects in activating Mlh1-Pms1

endonuclease activity (Figure 2C); the defect seen for PCNA-C22Y is consistent with a

previous suggestion that this mutant protein had a defect in a step of MMR downstream of

mispair recognition by Msh2-Msh6 or Msh2-Msh3 (Lau et al., 2002). The mutant proteins

exhibiting reduced Mlh1-Pms1 activation all had amino acid substitutions affecting residues

on the inner surface of the PCNA ring whereas none of these mutant proteins had

trimerization defects or Msh2-Msh6 binding defects.

pol30 mutations with defects in activating Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease activity lead to
accumulation of MMR intermediates even in the presence of Exo1

Live cell imaging of tagged MMR proteins recently revealed that Mlh1-Pms1 foci form as

an intermediate during normal MMR (Hombauer et al., 2011a). Genetic manipulations that

disrupted or delayed MMR at steps downstream of Mlh1-Pms1 recruitment (such as an

exo1Δ mutation) or increased the frequency of misincorporation errors during DNA

replication increased the frequency of cells with Mlh1-Pms1 foci, consistent with the view

that these foci are repair intermediates (Hombauer et al., 2011a). We therefore monitored the

formation of Pms1-4xGFP foci in strains with a wild-type copy of EXO1 and the pol30

mutation of interest integrated at the genomic locus. Cells with pol30 mutations affecting

trimer assembly and Msh2-Msh6 binding (pol30-C81R, pol30-E143K, and pol30-L68S,

which also causes slight defects in trimer assembly and Msh2-Msh6 binding but is not

located at the trimer interface), had elevated levels of Pms1 foci (23–58% of cells had Pms1

foci; Figure 3). Cells with pol30 mutations affecting activation of Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease

activity (pol30-C22Y, pol30-K217E, and pol30-K13E) had an even greater increase in Pms1

foci (80-100% of cells had Pms1 foci; Figure 3). The pol30-D42V mutation caused only a

very modest increase in the percentage of cells with Pms1 foci, unlike other members of the

C22-cluster; this result was consistent with the weaker mutator phenotype caused by the

pol30-D42V mutation compared to the other C22-cluster mutations (Table 1). Similarly, the

pol30-F254L mutation that causes a relatively weak mutator phenotype also caused

correspondingly low levels of Pms1 foci. The increased levels of Pms1 foci observed with

the pol30-C22Y mutation were eliminated by an msh2Δ mutation, consistent with previous

results showing that mispair recognition by Msh2-Msh6 or Msh2-Msh3 is required for the

accumulation of Pms1 repair intermediate foci (Hombauer et al., 2011a) (Figure 3). The
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increased levels of Pms1 foci observed here were seen in strains with wild-type EXO1,

despite the fact that wild-type strains containing these pol30 mutations are largely MMR-

proficient (Tables 1, 2). These results are consistent with a slower turnover of MMR

intermediates in strains with these pol30 mutations even in the presence of EXO1.

pol30 mutations that affect the trimer interfaces are dominant

To further characterize the different groups of pol30 mutations, we tested the effects of

expressing the mutant proteins on low-copy number plasmids in EXO1 and exo1Δ strains.

All of the plasmid-borne trimer interface mutations caused a dominant mutator phenotype in

EXO1 and exo1Δ strains that contained a wild-type copy of POL30 at its genomic locus,

whereas none of the mutations tested from the other groups caused a dominant mutator

phenotype (Figure S4). We also tested whether overexpression of the pol30 mutations on

high-copy plasmids in the exo1Δ strain in the absence of wild-type POL30 caused reduced

mutator phenotypes compared to when the pol30 mutations were expressed on a low-copy

ARS-CEN plasmid (previously measured in Table 1). Overexpression of the trimer interface

mutations (pol30-C81R and pol30-E143K), the C22-cluster mutations (pol30-C22Y, pol30-

K217E, and pol30-D42V), the IDCL-adjacent mutation (pol30-L68S) and the unclustered

mutations (pol30-K13E and pol30-F254L) did not cause a reduced mutator phenotype

compared to that caused by expression of the same mutation on a low-copy plasmid (Figure

S5). Therefore, the pol30 trimer interface mutations are dominant and the other pol30

mutations are recessive.

Disruption of Msh2-Msh6 binding to PCNA is synergistic with pol30 mutations that disrupt
Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease activation

The pol30 mutations fell into four groups on the basis of the crystal structure, but

characterization of the mutant proteins identified two major functional classes; mutations

that affect the activation of the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease in vitro and mutations that reduce

PCNA trimer stability and binding of PCNA to Msh2-Msh6. If these functional classes of

mutations cause defects in different steps of the Exo1-independent repair pathway, we

would predict there would be differences in the interactions between these mutations and

mutations in MSH6 that eliminate the interaction between Msh6 and PCNA. Specifically, a

pol30 mutation causing a partial defect in activation of the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease would

be predicted to cause a synergistic increase in mutation rate when PCNA could no longer be

recruited or retained by Msh2-Msh6. In contrast, a pol30 mutation that causes defects in

PCNA trimerization and the interaction with Msh2-Msh6 would be predicted to not cause a

synergistic increase in mutation rate under the same conditions. To test this we combined

different pol30 mutations located at the chromosomal POL30 locus with a chromosomal

msh6Δ2-50 allele, which deletes the N-terminal residues containing the Msh6 PIP box,

disrupts the Msh6-PCNA interaction, and synergizes with an exo1Δ mutation (Hombauer et

al., 2011a; Shell et al., 2007). These experiments were performed in a strain containing wild-

type EXO1 and an msh3Δ mutation, the latter of which eliminates complications due to

Msh2-Msh3 dependent MMR. We found that the trimer interface mutation pol30-E143K

that appears to cause a defect in the interaction between PCNA and Msh2-Msh6 caused a

small increase in mutation rate in the msh6Δ2-50 msh3Δ mutant, whereas the pol30

mutations that disrupted the activation of the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease (pol30-K217E and
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pol30-K13E) caused much larger synergistic increases in mutation rate when combined with

the msh6Δ2-50 msh3Δ double mutation (Table 3). The two other mutations tested (pol30-

F254L, pol30-L68S) had differing effects. The pol30-F254L (unclustered) mutation did not

synergize with the msh6Δ2-50 msh3Δ double mutation, which would be consistent with

causing a weak defect in interaction between PCNA and Msh2-Msh6. The pol30-L68S

(IDLC-adjacent) mutation, on the other hand, did synergize with the msh6Δ2-50 msh3Δ

double mutation, but not to the same extent as seen with the Mlh1-Pms1 activation-defective

mutations. Given the differences between pol30-L68S and the trimer interface mutations and

the fact that the pol30-L68S single mutation caused a larger increase in mutation rate than

any of the other mutations tested, these data suggest that this mutation belongs to an

additional class of pol30 mutations or that this mutation results in a protein with a weak

defect in activation of the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease that is not readily detected by the in

vitro assays.

Discussion

We performed a gene-specific screen for pol30 mutations that cause a mutator phenotype

that is dependent on an exo1Δ mutation. This screen identified 14 pol30 mutations affecting

single amino acids that could be assigned to four groups based on the S. cerevisiae PCNA

structure (Krishna et al., 1994) and divided into 2 major functional classes by biochemical

and genetic characterization: 1) mutants with defects in activating the Mlh1-Pms1

endonuclease (the C22-cluster mutants and PCNA-K13E) and 2) mutants with partial

defects in PCNA trimerization and/or in interacting with Msh2-Msh6 (trimer interface

mutants). The proteins resulting from the other mutations did not cleanly fall into either of

these major functional classes. PCNA-F254L (unclustered) had an amino acid substitution

adjacent to the PIP-box binding site, but differed from the second class by exhibiting only

weak defects in Msh2-Msh6 binding and no other biochemical defect. PCNA-L68S (IDLC-

adjacent) activated Mlh1-Pms1, but had far weaker defects in trimerization and Msh2-Msh6

binding than the trimer interface mutations. The pol30-L68S mutation also synergized with

the msh6Δ2-50 mutation and resulted in a large increase of Mlh1-Pms1 foci, suggesting that

the PCNA-L68S protein may have additional biochemical defects.

Other mutations also cause a mutator phenotype that synergize with loss of the Exo1-

dependent MMR pathway(s). Most of these mutations appear to fall into two major

categories that mirror the major categories of the pol30 mutations identified here: 1)

mutations affecting the Mlh1-Pms1 complex (Amin et al., 2001; Tran et al., 2001) as well as

loss-of-function mutations in PMS1 and MLH1 that have a partial dominant MMR defect in

exo1Δ mutants (Smith et al., 2013); and 2) mutations in MSH6 affecting the interaction

between Msh2-Msh6 and PCNA (Hombauer et al., 2011a). These classes of mutations cause

distinct biochemical defects but are similar in terms of causing a synergistic increase in

mutation rate when combined with a deletion of EXO1 and, in those cases tested, causing the

accumulation of Pms1 repair intermediate foci in cells when Exo1 is expressed. This

suggests both classes of mutations affect the kinetics of the MMR reaction that occurs in the

presence of Exo1 and that the mechanistic differences between the Exo1-dependent and

Exo1-independent pathways are in steps downstream of mispair recognition by Msh2-Msh6

or Msh2-Msh3 and recruitment of Mlh1-Pms1.
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The exo1Δ mutation synergizing mutations affecting the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease include

mutations in the genes encoding PCNA and Mlh1-Pms1 (Figure 2C and (Smith et al.,

2013)). PCNA activates the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease in vitro (Kadyrov et al., 2006;

Kadyrov et al., 2007; Pluciennik et al., 2010), and the C22-cluster pol30 mutations (pol30-

C22Y and pol30-K217E) and the unclustered pol30-K13E mutation are the first pol30

mutations identified that cause defects in activating the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease. The

effect of these mutations provides the first evidence that PCNA activation of Mlh1-Pms1 in

MMR occurs in vivo as well as in vitro and that disruption of this activation causes a defect

in MMR. The pol30 mutations identified here could function by directly altering an Mlh1-

Pms1 interaction surface on PCNA. In this regard, the structure of PCNA-C22Y revealed

only modest and localized changes (Dieckman et al., 2013), arguing against large-scale

structural changes. Alternatively, the pol30 mutations could function by a more indirect

effect involving PCNA loading or proper association with DNA. The PCNA-K217A mutant

protein has 2-fold reduced clamp opening (Zhou and Hingorani, 2012) and an alteration of

the positive charge on the inner surface of PCNA could affect how PCNA interacts with

DNA (Ivanov et al., 2006), although the in vivo effects of such alterations are unknown.

Regardless, none of the C22-cluster mutations caused cold-sensitivity or inviability (Figure

S2) and the pol30-C22Y mutation did not alter cell cycle progression at either 16°C or 30°C

(Lau et al., 2002) suggesting the C22-cluster mutations are unlikely to cause substantial

clamp loading defects.

The pol30-C22-cluster and pol30-K13E mutations largely phenocopy the dominant effects

of plasmid-encoded endonuclease active site mlh1 and pms1 mutations (Smith et al., 2013).

Both classes of mutations synergize with an exo1Δ mutation and cause an increased

accumulation of Pms1-4xGFP foci intermediates (Table 2, Figure 3, (Smith et al., 2013)).

The interesting distinction is that the nuclease-deficient mlh1 and pms1 mutations are loss-

of-function mutations that cause complete MMR defects, but are weakly dominant and

synergize with an exo1Δ mutation in the presence of the wild-type MLH1 and PMS1 genes,

respectively (Smith et al., 2013). In contrast, the pol30 mutations disrupting the

endonuclease activation cause low mutation rates as single mutations (Table 2). Unless the

previously described mlh1 and pms1 active site mutations also cause other defects in the

Mlh1-Pms1 complex, it seems likely that the pol30 mutations studied here must only cause

partial defects in Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease activity, consistent with the idea that greater

levels of Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease activity are required for MMR in the absence of Exo1

than in the presence of Exo1 (Figure 4, (Smith et al., 2013)).

The exo1Δ-synergizing mutations affecting the PCNA interaction with Msh2-Msh6 include

msh6Δ2-50 and msh6-F33AF34A, both of which disrupt the Msh2-Msh6 interaction with

PCNA (Hombauer et al., 2011a; Shell et al., 2007), and pol30 mutations that cause partial

trimerization defects by affecting amino acids at the trimer interface (pol30-C81R, pol30-

E143K) or elsewhere in PCNA (pol30-L68S). We showed that the trimer-interface mutants

that were novel (pol30-S152P, pol30-D150E and pol30-V180D), re-identified (pol30-

Y114H, pol30-S177P), and previously identified (pol30-E143K) synergized with a deletion

of EXO1. How these trimerization defects affect Msh2-Msh6 binding is unclear but may

result from the fact that the IDCL, which contains part of the PIP-box binding site, starts at
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the end of βI1, which is part of the trimer interface (Figure 1). Consistent with the

requirement that these mutant PCNAs must be functional, the PCNA-C81R structure

revealed only small changes at the interface (Dieckman et al., 2013), potentially reflecting

the ability of PCNA-C81R to trimerize at high concentrations. Furthermore, PCNA-C81R

did not show alternative assemblies like another mutant PCNA resulting from a trimer

interface mutation, PCNA-E113G (Freudenthal et al., 2009), which has not been tested for

its effect on MMR. Interestingly, PCNA-C81R appeared to form an aberrant complex with

Msh2-Msh6 and an oligonucleotide duplex containing a GT mispair (Dieckman et al., 2013).

Alteration of the PCNA interaction with Msh2-Msh6 by msh6-PIP-box and pol30 trimer

interface mutations synergizes with an exo1Δ pol30Δ, and Pms1 foci form at normal levels

in msh6-PIP box mutants but form at higher levels in pol30 trimer interface mutations.

These facts are consistent with the pol30 trimer interface mutants having additional

biochemical defects beyond altering the Msh2-Msh6 interaction and are consistent with a

role for the PCNA-Msh2-Msh6 interaction downstream of Mlh1-Pms1 recruitment.

We propose a hypothesis in which both classes of pol30 mutations that synergize with loss

of EXO1 result in the same mechanistic defect: loss of efficient activation of the Mlh1-Pms1

endonuclease (Figure 4). Msh2-Msh6 (or Msh2-Msh3) is required for mismatch recognition

and recruitment of Mlh1-Pms1 (Kolodner and Marsischky, 1999). It has not been

definitively determined how the newly synthesized DNA strands are identified during

MMR, although it has been shown that signals generated during S-phase are required for

MMR (Hombauer et al., 2011b). These signals potentially include PCNA retained on DNA

during DNA replication or nicks in the newly synthesized DNA strands that are potentially

sites for RFC-mediated loading of PCNA (Hombauer et al., 2011b; Pluciennik et al., 2010).

However the newly synthesized DNA strand is identified, nicks in DNA generated by the

endonuclease activity of Mlh1-Pms1 are likely required for both Exo1-independent MMR

and Exo1-dependent MMR as pms1 active site mutations cause complete defects in MMR

(Deschenes et al., 2007; Erdeniz et al., 2007; Kadyrov et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2013). The

Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease is generally required for MMR even though nicks left in the

lagging strand during DNA replication appear to preferentially target Exo1-dependent MMR

to repair lagging DNA strand replication errors (Hombauer et al., 2011a; Liberti et al.,

2013). Our hypothesis proposes that the Exo1-independent pathway requires multiple rounds

of incision by Mlh1-Pms1, possibly followed by DNA polymerase δ-mediated strand

displacement (Kadyrov et al., 2009) or DNA polymerase-associated editing exonucleases

(Tran et al., 1999), and hence is more sensitive to poisoning by nuclease-deficient versions

of Mlh1-Pms1 (Smith et al., 2013), or, as shown here, mutant forms of PCNA with defects

in activating Mlh1-Pms1, and that the ability of Exo1 to catalyse long excision tracts

(Bowen et al., 2013) during MMR substitutes for multiple rounds of incision by Mlh1-Pms1

during Exo1-dependent MMR (Figure 4). In most proposed MMR mechanisms Msh2-Msh6

has not been implicated in any step after Mlh1-Pms1 recruitment; however, the Msh2-

Msh6Δ2-50 mutant and the PCNA mutants with reduced Msh2-Msh6 binding have defects

in Exo1-independent MMR, suggesting that Msh2-Msh6 influences the downstream mispair

excision step by either recruiting or retaining PCNA at sites of repair through the N-terminal

unstructured tether that contains the PIP-box motif (Shell et al., 2007). This recruited or

retained PCNA is then available for activation of Mlh1-Pms1 and is likely more important in
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Exo1-independent reactions involving multiple rounds of Mlh1-Pms1 incision, but probably

also plays a role in Exo1-dependent MMR reactions as evidenced by increased Pms1 foci

caused by the pol30-C81R and pol30-E143K trimer interface mutations in strains with wild-

type EXO1 (Figure 3).

In support of this hypothesis, the msh6Δ2-50 mutation strongly synergizes with pol30

mutations that disrupt the activation of the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease, whereas the

msh6Δ2-50 mutation in combination with a pol30 mutation that alters interactions between

PCNA and Msh2-Msh6 results in a mutation rate that is only slightly higher compared to the

mutation rate caused by the msh6Δ2-50 mutation alone. These results confirm that the trimer

interface mutations impart their mutator phenotype primarily through alteration of the

interaction between PCNA and Msh2-Msh6. Furthermore, these data highlight that the pol30

mutations that cause defects in the activation of the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease are only

partially defective (30% of wild-type activity compared to 5% of wild-type activity for

Mlh1-Pms1 with no PCNA) and can be further enhanced by loss of PCNA recruitment

resulting in a high mutation rate even in the presence of EXO1. Our data support the

hypothesis that Msh2-Msh6 binding and recruitment/retention of PCNA is required for

efficient activation of the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease, and suggest that Msh2-Msh6 plays an

important role in promoting MMR downstream of mispair recognition and Mlh1-Pms1

recruitment through this interaction.

Experimental Procedures

S. cerevisiae strains

All S. cerevisiae strains in this study (Table S1) were derived from the S288C background

and propagated using standard media.

Mutation screen

A plasmid library of mutations in the POL30 gene was generated by PCR amplification

mutagenesis followed by transformation into the pol30Δ exo1Δ strain RDKY8260 using the

plasmid shuffle technique and the mutations screened to identify those causing exo1Δ-

dependent mutator phenotypes as described (Amin et al., 2001; Lau et al., 2002).

Protein purification and biochemical studies

Wild-type PCNA, Msh2-Msh6, Mlh1-Pms1 and RFC-Δ1N were purified as reported

(Bowen et al., 2013) and mutant PCNA proteins (PCNA-C81R, PCNA-E143K, PCNA-

C22Y, PCNA-K217E, PCNA-K13E, PCNA-L68S and PCNA-F254L) were similarly

overexpressed using plasmids pRDK931-pRDK932 and pRDK1763-pRDK1767 (Table S2)

and purified. Purified PCNA was chromatographed on a Sepax SRT SEC-300 sepharose size

exclusion column. The PCNA interaction with Msh2-Msh6 was determined using SPR with

a BiacoreT100 as described (Shell et al., 2007). The in vitro Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease

assays were performed exactly as described (Smith et al., 2013).
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Cell imaging studies

Imaging and analysis of Mlh1-Pms1 GFP foci was carried out as described using 2

independent strain isolates in each experiment (Hombauer et al., 2011a; Smith et al., 2013).

Statistical analysis

95 % confidence intervals were calculated for all fluctuation tests. Mann-Whitney tests were

performed to report the two-tailed p-values for comparisons between rates (http://

vassarstats.net/utest.html).

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights

• PCNA mutants disrupt Exo1-independent MMR by two mechanisms

• Mutants either poorly bind Msh2-Msh6 or poorly activate the Mlh1-Pms1

endonuclease

• Activation mutations are enhanced by loss of the interaction with Msh2-Msh6

• Msh2-Msh6 promotes excision by localizing PCNA for Mlh1-Pms1 activation
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Figure 1. pol30 mutations that disrupt Exo1-independent MMR cause amino acid changes that
form clusters on the PCNA crystal structure
(A–B) The positions of amino acids altered by trimer interface mutations. (A) Mutated

amino acids are depicted as red spheres on the tan subunit in the PCNA trimer. (B) Rotated

view of the PCNA monomer displays mutated residues as red spheres. Other non-mutated

trimer interface residues are colored green on the backbone ribbon. (C–D) The positions of

amino acids altered by the C22-cluster mutations. (C) Displayed as in (A). (D) The K217

side chain (red) caps the C-terminus of the αA1 helix by hydrogen bond interactions with

backbone carbonyls (dashed yellow lines) and may help position C22 (red). (E–F) The

positions of the amino acids altered in the IDLC-adjacent mutations. (E) Displayed as in (A)

with the IDCL as orange sticks and the PIP-box peptide as blue sticks, with conserved

residues as dark blue. Positions of the two β-sheets (βI1 and βA2) at either end of the IDCL

are labelled. (F) Cutaway surface depiction shows part of the hydrophobic core containing

L68 and C30 that pack with residues of the IDCL and another β-sheet that interacts with the

adjacent PCNA protomer. (G–H) The positions of the amino acids altered in the unclustered

mutations. (G) Displayed as in (A) with the PIP-box peptide as blue sticks, with conserved

residues as dark blue. (H) Position of the F254 side chain (red sticks) relative to the PIP-box

peptide (blue sticks). PCNA and PCNA/PIP-box peptide structures rendered using PDB

entries 1plq and 2od8 (Krishna et al., 1994; Vijayakumar et al., 2007). Also see Figure S1.
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Figure 2. Biochemical characterization of PCNA mutant proteins
(A) Purified mutant PCNA proteins were chromatographed on a size exclusion column and

analyzed by SDS-PAGE. (B) Msh2-Msh6 binding to wild-type or mutant PCNA was

analysed by SPR. PCNA was bound to the chip and RU was monitored over a 100 s

injection of 100 nM Msh2-Msh6 followed by 300 s of buffer flow. Data is normalized to the

amount of biotinylated PCNA in each channel and the sensorgrams from representative

experiments are shown. Mutants are shown in relation to the wild-type control performed on

each chip (dotted black line) and colored according to their grouping on the PCNA crystal

structure (blue- C22Y-cluster, green- trimer interface, purple- IDCL-adjacent, grey-

ungrouped). Also see Figure S3. (C) Activation of the Mlh1-Pms1 endonuclease by wild-

type and mutant PCNA. Purified Mlh1-Pms1 was incubated with RFC and either wild-type

or mutant PCNA along with supercoiled circular DNA. The percentage of the nicked

product produced relative to that produced by Mlh1-Pms1, RFC and wild-type PCNA was

determined. The value presented is the average (+/− standard deviation) from replicate

experiments.
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Figure 3. MMR intermediates accumulate in cells containing pol30 mutations
(A) Representative images of Mlh1-Pms1-4xGFP foci for strains containing the indicated

pol30 allele imaged from logarithmically growing asynchronous cultures. (B) Fraction of

cells with Pms1 foci for the wild-type and indicated pol30 mutants. The average value (+/−

standard deviation) for 2 or more independent experiments is presented.
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Figure 4. Impact of mutations on Exo1-independent and Exo1-dependent MMR pathways
Mutations in MMR genes either inhibit (red) or impair (yellow) common steps in Exo1-

independent or Exo1-dependent MMR as well as steps that are specific to Exo1-independent

MMR. Recognition of mispairs by Msh2-Msh6 and recruitment of Mlh1-Pms1 by Msh2-

Msh6 are steps common to both MMR pathways and are required for the formation of the

Mlh1-Pms1 foci MMR intermediates. At least an initial PCNA-activated endonuclease

cleavage event by Mlh1-Pms1 is required for both downstream pathways. The activating

PCNA could either be retained on the newly replicated DNA or loaded at a nick by RFC

(Hombauer et al., 2011a; Pluciennik et al., 2010). When the Exo1-dependent pathway is

inactivated, mutations that partially reduce the activation of Mlh1-Pms1, including
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mutations that disrupt the localization of PCNA by Msh2-Msh6, cause large increases in

mutation rates due to a potential requirement for multiple cleavage events by Mlh1-Pms1.

When the Exo1-dependent pathway is functional, mutations that partially reduce the

activation of Mlh1-Pms1 cause much smaller increases in mutation rates because the Exo1-

dependent pathway may not require multiple cleavage events by Mlh1-Pms1. Although loss

of the Exo1-independent pathway only causes a minor increase in mutation rates in the

presence of Exo1, loss of this pathway causes increased Mlh1-Pms1 foci, suggesting that the

Exo1-dependent pathway has slower kinetics of processing MMR intermediates when

activation of Mlh1-Pms1 is partially reduced. Because both leading and lagging strand

replication leave nicks in the DNA as well as sites where PCNA might remain after

completion of DNA synthesis (Discussed in (Hombauer et al., 2011b)). The repair of both

leading and lagging strands generated during DNA replication seems likely to involve

similar mechanisms.
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Table 1

Summary of pol30 mutator mutations studied.

Allele* Mutator phenotype (plasmid) Complemented by EXO1 Mutator phenotype (integrated) Base substitution(s)

Trimer interface

pol30-C81R (pol30-204) + + High c.241T>C

pol30-Y114H (pol30-207) + + n.d. c.340T>C

pol30-E143K** + + Medium c.427G>A

pol30-D150E** + + Low c.450C>G

pol30-S152P + + Medium c.454T>C

pol30-S177P (pol30-212) + + n.d. c.529T>C

pol30-V180D** + + Medium c.539T>A

C22-cluster

pol30-C22Y** (pol30-201) + + High c.65G>A

pol30-D42V + + Low c.125A>T

pol30-K217E + + High c.649A>G

IDLC-adjacent

pol30-C30R + −ψ Low c.88T>C

pol30-L68S** + + High c.203T>C

Unclustered

pol30-K13E** (pol30-114) + + Medium c.37A>G

pol30-F254L** + + Low c.760T>C

Not exo1Δ specific

pol30-K13E,L50S,F144L + − n.d. c.37A>G, c.149T>C, c.430T>C

pol30-V23A + − n.d. c.68T>A

pol30-S49P (pol30-202) + − n.d. c.145T>C

pol30-F207S,K217E + − n.d. c.620T>C, c.649A>G

pol30-S222P + − n.d. c.664T>C

Multiple mutations

pol30-C22Y,D93G + + n.d. c.65G>A, c.278A>G

pol30-L68S,S145P + + n.d. c.203T>C, c.433T>C

pol30-T73I,V180D + + n.d. c.218C>T, c.539T>A

pol30-D120V,K217E + + n.d. c.359A>T, c.649A>G

pol30-D134G,D150E + + n.d. c.401A>G, c.450C>G

pol30-I181V,F254L + + n.d. c.541A>G, c.760T >C

Not mutators

pol30-L50S** − n.d. n.d. c.149T>C

pol30-T73I** − n.d. n.d. c.218C>T

pol30-D93G** − n.d. n.d. c.278A>G

pol30-D120V** − n.d. n.d. c.359A>T

pol30-D134G** − n.d. n.d. c.401A>G
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Allele* Mutator phenotype (plasmid) Complemented by EXO1 Mutator phenotype (integrated) Base substitution(s)

pol30-F144L** − n.d. n.d. c.430T>C

pol30-S145P** − n.d. n.d. c.433T>C

pol30-I181V** − n.d. n.d. c.541A>G

n.d. = not determined.

*
allele names specify the amino acid change. Names in parenthesis are previous allele names when isolated from independent screens (Chen et al.,

1999; Lau et al., 2002).

**
alleles created by site directed mutagenesis to separate out mutations observed in alleles containing multiple amino acid substitutions with the

exception of pol30-E143K, which was generated because it was isolated in a previous screen (Amin et al., 2001).

ψ
Complementation of the mutator phenotype by EXO1 was observed with the plasmid allele but was not observed with the integrated allele. Also

see Tables S1 and S2 and Figure S2.
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Table 2

Mutation rates caused by pol30 mutations at the POL30 genomic locus.

Genotype hom3-10 Reversion Rate lys2-10A Reversion Rate CanR Mutation Rate

Wild-type 2.26 [1.22–3.30] ×10−9 (1) 1.01 [0.67–1.86] ×10−8 (1) 5.65 [3.56–8.53] × 10−8 (1)

msh2Δ 3.96 [2.48–5.34] × 10−6 (1,752) 7.48 [3.89–8.27] × 10−5 (7,405) 4.77 [3.19–13.9] × 10−6 (84)

exo1Δ 4.93 [3.04–10.2] × 10−9 (2) 4.02 [2.67–7.34] × 10−8 (4) 2.58 [1.52–11.2] × 10−7 (5)

exo1Δ msh2Δ 4.74 [3.21–5.16] × 10−6 (2,097) 7.32 [4.77–15.0] × 10−5 (7,248) 3.14 [2.66–3.84] × 10−6 (56)

pol30-E143K 5.38 [4.17–10.5] × 10−9 (2) 2.14 [1.33–2.86] × 10−7 (21) 9.94 [7.37–20.0] × 10−8 (1.8)

pol30-E143K exo1Δ 8.76 [4.97–12.4] × 10−8 (39) 4.93 [3.92–7.04] × 10−6 (488) 7.32 [4.61–10.1] × 10−7 (13)

pol30-E143K msh2Δ 4.68 [3.79–5.74] × 10−6 (2,070) 1.20 [0.83–2.62] × 10−4 (11,881) 3.24 [1.71–5.15] × 10−6 (57)

pol30-C81R 2.56 [1.72–6.41] × 10−7 (113) 1.09 [0.63–1.51] × 10−5 (1,079) 4.40 [2.16–7.12] × 10−7 (8)

pol30-C81R exo1Δ 1.81 [1.21–3.29] × 10−6 (800) 4.29 [3.27–6.13] × 10−5 (4,247) 3.46 [2.01–5.06] × 10−6 (61)

pol30-S152P 1.40 [0.82–2.57] × 10−8 (6) 7.22 [4.37–2.54] × 10−7 (71) 2.52 [2.19–5.98] × 10−7 (4)

pol30-S152P exo1Δ 1.76 [1.36–3.36] × 10−7 (78) 8.05 [6.50–17.1] × 10−6 (797) 2.26 [1.33–3.82] × 10−6 (40)

pol30-S152P msh2Δ 5.55 [4.27–7.70] × 10−6 (2,456) 9.69 [6.39–15.9] × 10−5 (9,594) 5.18 [4.11–7.22] × 10−6 (92)

pol30-C22Y 2.34 [0.57–3.83] × 10−7 (104) 1.57 [1.08–1.80] × 10−5 (1,554) 6.19 [3.76–7.81] × 10−7 (11)

pol30-C22Y exo1Δ 2.44 [1.85–3.18] × 10−6 (1,079) 3.47 [1.78–9.43] × 10−5 (3,436) 4.71 [3.80–11.6] × 10−6 (83)

pol30-K217E 9.27 [7.47–18.0] × 10−9 (4) 3.26 [2.39–5.33] × 10−7 (32) 3.99 [3.43–5.98] × 10−7 (7)

pol30-K217E exo1Δ 1.66 [1.39–3.54] × 10−6 (735) 4.04 [2.80–5.94] × 10−5 (4,000) 4.76 [3.53–7.48] × 10−6 (84)

pol30-K217E msh2Δ 6.75 [5.63–12.4] × 10−6 (2,987) 8.70 [6.70–12.3] × 10−5 (8,614) 6.68 [5.70–12.0] × 10−6 (118)

pol30-D42V 1.96 [1.51–2.68] × 10−9 (0.9) 1.82 [1.55–2.59] × 10−8 (1.8) 7.26 [6.04–10.4] × 10−8 (1.3)

pol30-D42V exo1Δ 1.34 [0.84–1.82] × 10−8 (6) 1.20 [0.77–1.87] × 10−6 (119) 5.19 [4.22–6.86] × 10−7 (9)

pol30-D42V msh2Δ 3.32 [2.89–4.69] × 10−6 (1,469) 8.80 [5.36–12.4] × 10−5 (8,713) 3.31 [2.10–5.16] × 10−6 (59)

pol30-K13E 5.69 [3.11–9.28] × 10−9 (2.5) 1.61 [1.21–2.33] × 10−7 (16) 3.10 [2.52–4.99] × 10−7 (5)

pol30-K13E exo1Δ 3.65 [2.21–5.24] × 10−7 (162) 9.43 [5.44–13.7] × 10−6 (933) 1.21 [0.91–1.82] × 10−6 (21)

pol30-K13E msh2Δ 5.97 [4.82–8.81] × 10−6 (2,642) 1.41 [0.73–2.24] × 10−4 (13,960) 6.50 [3.86–10.3] × 10−6 (115)

pol30-F254L 2.83 [1.39–3.20] × 10−9 (1.3) 3.50 [2.26–4.85] × 10−8 (3.5) 9.76 [7.89–11.8] × 10−8 (1.7)

pol30-F254L exo1Δ 3.11 [1.74–7.42] × 10−8 (14) 3.32 [1.44–5.75] × 10−6 (329) 9.59 [4.38–19.3] × 10−7 (17)

pol30-F254L msh2Δ 7.47 [5.53–12.1] × 10−6 (3,305) 1.50 [0.74–2.67] × 10−4 (14,851) 5.14 [4.69–14.3] × 10−6 (91)

pol30-L68S 4.31 [2.74–6.50] × 10−8 (19) 8.43 [7.14–10.8] × 10−7 (83) 5.00 [3.79–8.67] × 10−7 (9)

pol30-L68S exo1Δ 5.62 [4.18–8.40] × 10−7 (249) 1.61 [1.22–2.39] × 10−5 (1,594) 3.41 [2.60–.21] × 10−6 (61)

pol30-L68S msh2Δ 4.38 [3.48–5.45] × 10−6 (1,938) 6.79 [4.52–8.13] × 10−5 (6,723) 4.92 [4.03–6.48] × 10−6 (87)

Reported rates are the median rates with 95% confidence interval in square brackets. Fold increase in mutation rate over the wild-type strain rate
(RDKY5964) is listed in parenthesis. Total loss of mismatch repair is represented by msh2Δ (RKDY8263). Also see Figures S4 and S5.
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Table 3

Mutation rates caused by pol30 mutations in the msh6Δ2-50 msh3Δ double mutant.

Genotype hom3-10 Reversion Rate lys2-10A Reversion Rate CanR Mutation Rate

Wild-type

 alone 2.26 [1.22–3.30] × 10−9 (1) 1.01 [0.67–1.86] × 10−8 (1) 5.65 [3.56–8.53] × 10−8 (1)

 msh6Δ2-50 msh3Δ 3.47 [2.70–6.77] × 10−7 (154) 1.15 [0.73–2.99] × 10−6 (114) 4.57 [2.52–6.24] × 10−7 (8)

pol30-E143K

 alone 5.38 [4.17–10.5] × 10−9 (2) 2.14 [1.33–2.86] × 10−7 (21) 9.94 [7.37–20.0] × 10−8 (1.8)

 msh6Δ2-50 msh3Δ 9.60 [6.25–13.7] × 10−7 (425) 5.30 [3.47–5.59] × 10−6 (525) 5.99 [4.35–7.79] × 10−7 (11)

pol30-K217E

 alone 9.27 [7.47–18.0] × 10−9 (4) 3.26 [2.39–5.33] × 10−7 (32) 3.99 [3.43–5.98] × 10−7 (7)

 msh6Δ2-50 msh3Δ 3.20 [2.6–4.38] × 10−6 (1,416) 2.16 [1.74–3.50] × 10−5 (2,139) 1.93 [1.52–2.41] × 10−6 (34)

pol30-K13E

 alone 5.69 [3.11–9.28] × 10−9 (2.5) 1.61 [1.21–2.33] × 10−7 (16) 3.10 [2.52–4.99] × 10−7 (5)

 msh6Δ2-50 msh3Δ 1.95 [1.46–2.64] × 10−6 (863) 1.35 [0.71–1.74] × 10−5 (1,337) 1.27 [1.13–1.66] × 10−6 (22)

pol30-F254L

 alone 2.83 [1.39–3.20] × 10−9 (1.3) 3.50 [2.26–4.85] × 10−8 (3.5) 9.76 [7.89–11.8] × 10−8 (1.7)

 msh6Δ2-50 msh3Δ 4.59 [3.46–6.07] × 10−7 (203) 2.46 [1.67–3.6] × 10−6 (244) 4.57 [3.79–7.39] × 10−7 (8)

pol30-L68S

 alone 4.31 [2.74–6.50] × 10−8 (19) 8.43 [7.14–10.8] × 10−7 (83) 5.00 [3.79–8.67] × 10−7 (9)

 msh6Δ2-50 msh3Δ 1.51 [1.21–2.32] × 10−6 (668) 9.69 [7.42–14.4] × 10−6 (959) 1.78 [1.10–2.46] × 10−6 (32)

Reported rates are the median rates with 95% confidence interval in square brackets. Fold increase in mutation rate over the wild-type strain rate
(RDKY5964) is listed in parenthesis.
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